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ABSTRACT
Introduction As part of the PIONEER (Prostate Cancer 
Diagnosis and Treatment Enhancement Through the Power 
of Big Data in Europe) Consortium, we will explore which 
diagnostic and prognostic factors (DPFs) are currently 
being researched to previously defined clinical and patient- 
reported outcomes for prostate cancer (PCa).
Methods and analysis This research project will follow 
the following four steps: (1) a broad systematic literature 
review of DPFs for all stages of PCa, covering evidence 
from 2014 onwards; (2) discussion of systematic review 
findings by a multidisciplinary expert panel; (3) risk of 
bias assessment and applicability with Prediction model 
Risk Of Bias Assessment Tool criteria, Quality Assessment 
of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS-2) and the 
Quality In Prognosis Studies tool (QUIPS) and (4) additional 
quantitative assessments if required.
Ethics and dissemination We aim to develop an online 
tool to present the DPFs identified in this research and 
make them available across all stakeholders. There are no 
ethical implications.

INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most 
common cancer in men worldwide1 and 
accounts for 15% of all cancers diagnosed.2 
Clinically localised PCa is typically charac-
terised by a favourable long- term natural 
history, where several therapeutic options 
are available. Moreover, the treatment land-
scape of advanced and metastatic PCa has 
changed dramatically in the past decade with 
the approval of multiple systemic agents, 
improving patients’ survival. PCa is usually 
suspected based on the clinical findings of 
digital rectal examination and/or prostate- 
specific antigen (PSA) level.2 However, which 
treatment strategy is best or which biomarkers 
can be used to select patients for specific ther-
apeutic options remains largely uncertain.3 
Multiple diagnostic and prognostic factors 

(DPFs) are available on top of traditional PSA 
testing to improve the diagnosis of PCa, such 
as PCA3, TMPRSS2- ERG fusion, or kallikreins 
as incorporated in the Phi or 4Kscore test.4–7 
However, the European Association of 
Urology (EAU) guidelines (2019) currently 
do not provide recommendations to imple-
ment these factors or biomarkers into routine 
screening programmes due to limited data.2

The PIONEER (Prostate Cancer Diagnosis 
and Treatment Enhancement Through the 
Power of Big Data in Europe) Consortium 
is an international collaboration coordi-
nated by the EAU which aims to establish 
the best evidence- based management and 
clinical practice of PCa across all disease 
stages using the power of big data analytics 
towards a more outcome- driven, value- based 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► This is a novel systematic review to explore relevant 
diagnostic and prognostic factors for previously de-
fined clinical and patient reported prostate cancer 
(PCa) outcomes. It aims to increase the knowledge 
in this field by focusing on all available quantitative 
evidence for all stages of PCa.

 ► A multidisciplinary team including patients, urolo-
gists, oncologists, radiation oncologists, method-
ological experts and pathologists will be involved 
throughout the study.

 ► The search was restricted from 2014 onwards, to 
maintain a pragmatic approach.

 ► It is possible that our review will not include all arti-
cles which have been published in every journal as 
some may not be accessible.

 ► We are aware of the limitation of pooling evidence 
from non- randomised studies, as there could be 
specific bias inherent within the design. However, 
detailed assessments of these biases will be 
conducted.
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and patient- centric healthcare system. A key objective 
is to address one of the major challenges within the 
context of diagnostic or prognostic biomarkers/factors: 
the inability to incorporate real- world clinical outcome 
data into the management of PCa in terms of screening, 
diagnosis and treatment. Biomarkers can be classified 
into different types: diagnostic, prognostic, predictive 
and therapeutic. A diagnostic biomarker or factor allows 
the early detection of cancer in a non- invasive way and 
thus the secondary prevention of cancer.8 A prognostic 
biomarker or factor is a clinical or biological character-
istic that provides information on the likely course of the 
disease.8 In the sections below, we have used the terms 
biomarkers and factors interchangeably.

This project investigates which DPFs are available in 
relation to PIONEER’s previously defined core outcomes 
for PCa9–13 by evaluating at the evidence published from 
2014 onwards as to reflect current medical practice and 
the ‘2014 International Society of Urological Pathology 
Consensus Conference on Grading Patterns and Proposal 
for a New Grading system’.14 We specifically aim to assess 
the strength of the evidence for each DPF and use this 
information to develop an online search tool on the 
PIONEER website to be used by all stakeholders

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
This research project will follow the following four steps 
(figure 1):
1. We will start with a broad systematic literature- based 

review of DPFs for all stages of PCa, covering English 

language publications of human studies from 2014 
onwards.

2. The final list of all available DPFs for which a systemat-
ic review is required will then be discussed by a multi-
disciplinary expert panel.

3. Each study and systematic review identified through 
the literature search will be assessed using a risk of bias 
tool and if applicable the Prediction model Risk Of 
Bias ASsessment Tool (PROBAST) criteria.

4. For those studies with an overall low score on risk of 
bias and low concerns for the applicability of their re-
sults, we will use the Classification from the Oxford 
Centre for Evidence- Based Medicine to define whether 
an additional quantitative assessment is required.

Stage 1: systematic review
The systematic review will be conducted in accordance 
with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 
and Meta- Analyses guidelines.15 16

Search methods and identification of studies
The literature search has been developed by an experi-
enced Information Scientist. We will search for quantita-
tive observational studies which assess either diagnostic 
or prognostic factors. The search strategy is shown in 
box 1.

The eligibility will be independently checked by at least 
two researchers. Conflicts will be solved by discussion or 
consulting an additional author. The abstract and full- text 
screening will be conducted in duplicate, and results will 
be compared and shared with the core group involved 

Figure 1 Overview of four stage process. CDR, clinical decision rule; CHARMS PF, Critical Appraisal and Data Extraction for 
systematic reviews of prediction modelling; PIONEER, Prostate Cancer Diagnosis and Treatment Enhancement Through the 
Power of Big Data in Europe; PROBAST, Prediction model Risk Of Bias ASsessment Tool; QUADAS- 2, Quality Assessment of 
Diagnostic Accuracy Studies; QUIPS, Quality In Prognosis Studies tool; SR, systematic review.
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in the research project. The EAU guidelines will also be 
hand- searched to identify DPFs.2

Eligibility criteria
Types of studies
We will include quantitative studies only. Studies included 
in this systematic review will be limited to those which 
are published between January 2014 and January 2020, 
so that the project is pragmatic. Qualitative studies, 
narrative literature reviews and commentary pieces will 
be excluded. Single studies with fewer than 50 partic-
ipants will be excluded since a small patient number is 
unlikely to influence practice due to lack of power and 

risk of selection bias in the study. In addition, the test 
is unlikely to be ready for clinical usage. Studies which 
are not published in English language or are out of our 
defined timeframe will also be excluded. We believe that 
DPFs which are relevant to clinical practice and are devel-
oped outside of the proposed timeframe will either be 
captured in the EAU guidelines2 or are already included 
in the evidence reviewed due to high relevance.

Types of participants
The participants are adult men (≥18 years of age) diag-
nosed with:
1. Localised PCa:≤T2cN0M0 with no treatment prior to 

their primary treatment for PCa (except for neoadju-
vant androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) preceding 
radiotherapy). Studies in which locally advanced or 
metastatic disease (T3–T4 N+or M+) accounted for 
>10% of their participants will be excluded unless the 
localised participants are reported separately.

2. Locally advanced PCa: T3 or T4 and/or N1.
3. Metastatic PCa: any T, any N, M1 a- c. Studies in which 

local disease (≤any T, any N, M0) accounted for >10% 
of their participants will be excluded, unless the meta-
static participants are reported separately.

4. nmCRPC: any T, N, M0 and castration- resistance de-
fined as a castrate serum testosterone <50 ng/dL or 
1.7 nmol/L plus either biochemical or radiological 
progression.

Types of interventions
Interventions considered for this systematic review will be 
all treatments supported by the 2019 EAU guidelines2 for 
localised, locally advanced, metastatic and non- metastatic 
castration resistant PCa.

Data extraction
Data will be extracted by at least two reviewers and checked 
by a third reviewer following the Critical Appraisal and 
Data Extraction for systematic reviews of prediction 
modelling studies.17 18

Stage 2: assessment of stage 1 output with expert panel to 
identify the individual topics for systematic reviews
An expert panel of urologists, radiologists, radiation 
oncologist, oncologist, methodologist and pathologists 
will review the extracted factors to discuss if any DPFs are 
missing. If no DPFs are missing, the review team will assess 
the quality of the identified studies for each DPF system-
atic review using the PROBAST criteria.19 20

Stage 3: risk of bias assessment of individual articles using 
PROBAST
Each study and systematic review identified through 
the literature search will be assessed using PROBAST 
criteria.19 PROBAST is a tool to assess the risk of bias as well 
as the applicability of diagnostic and prognostic predic-
tion models. For studies that will not meet the PROBAST 
criteria, we will use Quality Assessment of Diagnostic 
Accuracy Studies (QUADAS-2)21 for diagnostic factors 

Box 1 Search strategy

Database: OVID Medline Epub Ahead of Print, In- Process & Other Non- 
Indexed Citations, Ovid MEDLINE(R) Daily and Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to 
Present, Embase <1974 to 2020 January 28>, EBM Reviews- Cochrane 
Database of Systematic Reviews <2005 to 21 January 2020>

Search strategy
1. exp *Prostatic Neoplasms/ (262435)
2. exp *prostate cancer/ (245472)
3. (prostat* adj2 (cancer* or carcinoma* or malignan* or tumor* or tu-

mour* or neoplas* or adenocarcinoma* or adenoma*)).tw. (332251)
4. or/1–3 (366427)
5. ((diagnostic or prognos* or predict*) adj10 (biomarker or biomark-

ers or factor or factors)).tw,kw. (717487)
6. ((diagnostic or prognos* or predict*) adj10 (Oncotype Dx Prostate or 

Prolaris or Decipher or Decipher PORTOS or ProMark)).tw,kw. (458)
7. 5 or 6 (717869)
8. 4 and 7 (17456)
9. limit 8 to english language [Limit not valid in CDSR; records were 

retained] (16484)
10. limit 9 to yr=“2014 -Current” (8417)
11. conference abstract.pt. or Congresses as Topic/ or Conference 

Review.pt. or “Journal: Conference Abstract”.pt. (3815712)
12. 10 not 11 (5902)
13. (exp animals/ or exp animal/ or exp nonhuman/ or exp animal ex-

periment/ or animal model/ or animal tissue/ or non human/ or (rat 
or rats or mice or mouse or swine or porcine or murine or sheep 
or lambs or pigs or piglets or rabbit or rabbits or cat or cats or 
dog or dogs or cattle or bovine or monkey or monkeys or trout or 
marmoset$1).ti.) not (humans/ or human/ or human experiment/ or 
(human* or men or women or patients or subjects).tw.) (10251935)

14. 12 not 13 (5882)
15. note/ or editorial/ or letter/ or Comment/ or news/ or (note or edito-

rial or letter or Comment or news).pt. (4565255)
16. 14 not 15 (5811)
17. (child/ or Pediatrics/ or Adolescent/ or Infant/ or adolescence/ or 

newborn/ or (baby or babies or child or children or pediatric* or 
paediatric* or peadiatric* or infant* or infancy or neonat* or new-
born* or new born* or adolescen* or preschool or pre- school or 
toddler*).tw.) not (adult/ or aged/ or (aged or adult* or elder* or 
senior* or men or women).tw.) (4146377)

18. 16 not 17 (5794)
19. 18 use ppez,oemezd (5788)
20. 10 use coch (6)
21. 19 or 20 (5794)
22. remove duplicates from 21 (3140)
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accuracy studies and the Quality In Prognosis Studies tool 
(QUIPS)22 for prognostic factors studies.

Stage 4: quantitative assessment of individual articles using 
meta-analytical techniques
We are well aware of the limitation of pooling evidence 
from non- randomised studies, as there could be specific 
bias inherent within the design. We will be very cautious 
while pooling evidence from non- randomised studies. 
For those studies with an overall low score on risk of bias 
and low on concerns for applicability, we will use the Clas-
sification from the Oxford Centre for Evidence- Based 
Medicine to define whether an additional quantitative 
assessment is required.
1. If there is level 1a (SR of inception cohort studies val-

idated in different populations or level 1 diagnostic 
studies from different clinical centres), we do not do 
a meta- analysis.

2. No level 1a but >2 studies which apply to 1b (Prognostic: 
individual inception cohort study with >80% follow- up; 
clinical decision rule (CDR) validated in a single pop-
ulation; diagnostic: validating cohort study with good 
reference standards; or CDR tested within one clinical 
centre) or 1c (prognostic: all or none case series; di-
agnostic: absolute specificity is so high that a positive 
result rules- in the diagnosis (SpPins) and diagnostic 
finding whose sensitivity is so high that a Negative re-
sult rules- out the diagnosis (SnNouts)), we will per-
form a meta- analysis.

In the situation where we are not able to perform addi-
tional meta- analysis due to low quality of the assessed 
papers, we will add an additional stage to the review and 
discuss the data with the DPF PIONEER expert panel. 
We will aim to provide recommendations for researchers 
to improve the quality of future studies and enable the 
conduct of meta- analyses. We will follow the methodology 
developed by the Joanna Briggs Institute guidelines23 and 
the framework by Arksey and O’Malley.24

Patient and public Involvement
PIONEER brings together 32 key stakeholders in PCa 
research and clinical care from across nine countries. 
Consortium members are drawn from academic institu-
tions, European organisations, patient advocacy groups, 
clinicians and pharmaceutical companies, as well as 
regulatory agencies, experts in legal data management, 
economics and ethics, and information and technology 
specialists. Hence, the patients and their family members 
are an integral part of all research conducted by the 
PIONEER Consortium.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION
No additional ethical approval is required as the work will 
rely on published publicly available study data.

The findings of these systematic reviews will be exported 
into an online search tool to ensure wide applicability of 
the study findings. More specifically, this online search 

tool will produce evidence- based recommendations so 
that these could be used by researchers, clinicians and 
experts in the field. The tool will be designed so that stake-
holders can access up to date available evidence (and view 
the quality of the studies published) when developing 
new DPFs or setting up clinical trials. To ensure sustain-
ability of this tool, PIONEER and the EAU aim to update 
the systematic reviews described above on a regular basis 
to reflect the latest available research on DPFs for PCa.
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